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OPEN-END DRUM SANDER TT457M

€1 .735,54 (excl. VAT)

This compact and professional open-end drum sander with variable speed control offers you tremendous
versatility and large sanding capacity for any small work area.

SKU: 0SA0457M
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This compact and professional open-end drum sander with variable speed control offers you tremendous
versatility and large sanding capacity for any small work area. Thanks to the open stable base, a sanding width

of up to 915 mm and a sanding thickness of up to 127 mm is possible.

Unlike all other open-drum sanders, the drive table moves up and down and not the motor and drum. This gives
much more stability and precision and therefore a better sanding result. The thick feed belt is adjustable with
variable speed. A robust metal wheel with smooth running is provided for depth adjustment. The machine is
also equipped with an Aero outlet. The sanding belt runs at an angle to prevent streaks on your workpiece.
Because the motor has a fixed position, it offers better torque and overload protection. The machine comes

standard with a sanding belt with grit 100. In addition, grit 60, 80, 150 and 240 are also available.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Induction motor 2 HP
Compact machine with large capacity

Open end
Fixed construction by movement of the table (instead of the motor)

Thick feed belt with adjustable feed speed
Aero outlet 65 mm

Large steel wheel for height adjustment
Oscillation of the sanding belt (no streaking)

Sanding belt speed: 3300 rpm
Minimum length board: 1500 mm
Minimum thickness board: 3 mm

Sanding belt width: 78 mm

DESCRIPTION

This compact and professional open-end drum sander with variable speed control offers you tremendous
versatility and large sanding capacity for any small work area. Thanks to the open stable base, a sanding width
of up to 915 mm and a sanding thickness of up to 127 mm is possible. Unlike all other open-drum sanders, the
drive table moves up and down and not the motor and drum. This gives much more stability and precision and
therefore a better sanding result. The thick feed belt is adjustable with variable speed. A robust metal wheel
with smooth running is provided for depth adjustment. The machine is also equipped with an Aero outlet. The
sanding belt runs at an angle to prevent streaks on your workpiece. Because the motor has a fixed position, it
offers better torque and overload protection. The machine comes standard with a sanding belt with grit 100. In

addition, grit 60, 80, 150 and 240 are also available.  

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 96-102 kg

Motor 2 PK

Grain K60, K80, K100, K150, K240

Sanding belt 2265 x 78 mm

Thicknessing capacity 127 mm

Exhaust 65 mm


